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Additional Terms 

 

You have requested that Hertz provide you with a vehicle fitted with hand controls and Hertz has 

agreed to rent to you the vehicle with registration INSERT NUMBER which has been fitted with hand 

controls for your rental INSERT RENTAL NUMBER (Modified Vehicle) on the basis that you agree 

to these Additional Terms.  These Additional Terms supplement the Hertz Rental Terms and 

together with the Rental Agreement, constitute the agreement between You and Hertz for the rental 

of the Modified Vehicle (Agreement).   

1. You declare that the following is true and correct: 

a. You have inspected the Modified Vehicle and the type of hand controls that have 

been fitted; 

b. You have obtained advice and assistance from an appropriate health professional 

who has advised you that the type of hand controls provided in the Modified Vehicle 

are suitable for your specific disability and that you can competently and safely 

operate the Modified Vehicle; and 

c. You have a driver's licence that allows you to drive the Modified Vehicle with the type 

of hand controls that have been fitted.  

2. You must meet the conditions imposed on your licence or any other requirements imposed 

by the road authorities when driving the Modified Vehicle. 

You agree that if any aspect of the declaration in clause 1 is false or misleading or if you breach 

clause 2, this will be considered a Prohibited Use of the Modified Vehicle under the Rental Terms 

and Hertz will have rights arising from that Prohibited Use under the Rental Terms.  For example, 

Hertz may terminate the Agreement and take back the Modified Vehicle, or if the Prohibited Use has 

caused, or contributed to, loss or damage to the Modified Vehicle, Hertz can recover that loss or 

damage up to the full value of the Modified Vehicle as explained in the 'Damage and Loss' section of 

the Rental Terms, even if you have purchased an optional product to reduce the excess.   

 

Name: 

 

Signature: 

 

Date: 

 

 

 

 


